The National Bureau of Standards (NBS) Synchrotron Ultraviolet Radiation Facility (SURF-II) is used in conjunction with several high throughput monochromators to study the interaction of vacuum ultraviolet photons with solids and gases. Recent work has been concerned with the photon stimulated desorption of atomic and molecular ions from surfaces, with the effect of electric fields on molecular photoabsorption and with the study of molecular photoionization by angle resolved photoelectron spectroscopy. These research programs yield new information about molecular bonding at surfaces, molecular dynamics near ionization thresholds, and the coupling of the electronic and nuclear motion near resonances in molecules. In addition to these programs in basic research SURF-II is used for the calibration of transfer standard detectors over a photon energy range 20-250 eV. Calibration of monochromator systems is achieved over the photon energy range 5-250 eV by using the -now calculable spectral intensity radiated by the electrons, which are confined in a nearly circular orbit.
Introduction
This paper is a description of the major programs at the Synchrotron Radiation Facility at the National Bureau of Standards, SURF-II. The 4] Machine Improvement. The facility has, as a source of radiation, an electron storage ring which recently has been upgraded to 280 MeV. The electrons orbit in an almost perfect circle of radius 84 cm. The continuum spectral distribution of the radiation for several electron energies is shown in Fig. 1 .
Although the spectral distribution of the radiation from SURF-II extends from the infrared to the soft x-ray region, the instrumentation located at SURF-LI is designed primarily for the wavelength region 5-250 eV (200-4 nm). This spectral region requires evacuated spectrometers and beamlines. Ultrahigh vacuum (p < 5xlO9 Torr) must be maintained in the beamlines, ring vacuum chamber, and spectrometers to keep the optical surfaces from being contaminated and to insure electron beam lifetimes of several hours. However, in some of the gas phase experiments, pressures of up to 10O4 Torr can be used when adequate differential pumping is provided to maintain the ring at ultrahigh vacuum. A schematic diagram of the SURF-II facility is shown in Fig. 2 . Of the eleven beamlines, seven are in use and two more will be comissioned in 1983. The radiometric efforts are concentrated mainly on beamline 2, (BL-2), 3, 9, 10, and 11 Table I . NASA has provided support for the construction of a spectrometer calibration faci lity-at SURF-II. A schematic of the system7 is shown in Fig. 3 
Atomic and Molecular Physics
The program in atomic and molecular physics has centered around a high-resolution grazing-incidence monochromator (3MGIM in Fig. 2 ) on BL-3, and a high throughtput monochromator (2MNIM in Fig. 2) As an example of this work, let us consider C02.
The vibrationally resolved branching ratios and asymmetry parameters were obtained2l near a broad autoionizing resonance which is a me!pber of a Rydberg series converging to the B 2 state of the ion. An example of the vibrationally r8solved PES near the resonance is shown in Fig. 8 . The curve is a model fit to the data, with the intensity of each ionic vibrational level shown by a bar. Two-features are especially noteworthy. The first is that the experimental vibrational progression does not follow the expected Franck-Condon progression. Secondly, the open bars in the figure represent the intensity of the three vibrational levels of the v2 progression (n,l,0) which is normally forbidden by selection rules. This progression had to be included to fit the data and its presence suggests that the resonance supplies the coupling required to mix the allowed and unallowed states. Soon, the present electron spectrometer will be replaced by a new one22 with higher resolution (20 meV typical) and 500 times greater sensitivity. This spectrometer will be an important tool for the detailed study of molecular dynamics in the VUV and soft x-ray spectral region.
Machine Improvements X 2y vibrational branching ratios and total electron,count for the resonance in the 75OA region. The branching ratios are the fraction of a given peak area to the total electron intensity in the 1.6 eV electron energy range spanned in Fig. 8 . It should be noted from. Fig. 8 
